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Year 7 Homework Booklet- Task 1
Draw: Create a drawing of Marge Simpson. Use the grid method to help you sketch
the outline in proportion. Remember to draw one square at a time.

Independent :
Inspired by the world’s first cartoon shown at a cinema, create a small cartoon using post it
notes.
When complete, stick it in the space provided below.

Information: Find out information about Gertie the Dinosaur and write some full

sentences about your discoveries. This should include: When was it made? What was
the audience reaction? How was it made?

Explain what happens in your flip book here:

Year 7 Homework Booklet- Task 2
Draw:

Create an exact study (fine art drawing) of this below image that uses gentle mapping
out techniques, side shading skills and a rubber to remove any cartoon outlines.

Independent:
1. Using coloured pencils and colour blending techniques,
find an image by Claes Oldenburg and copy it in the space
below.
2. If you are feeling very confident, try to make a sculpture of
an ice cream at home. Take a picture of it and print it out
at school.

Information:

Give a detailed explanation of Claes Oldenberg’s sculptures. What is the difference between
2D artwork and sculptures?

Year 7 Homework Booklet- Task 3
Draw: Copy this close up of Picasso’s famous painting ‘Weeping Woman’ as
accurately as possible. Pay close attention to the quality of line (thin and
thick), the angles and proportion. Use a pencil to shade the different
tones.

Information: Find out information about David Hockney’s photomontage and
write some full sentences about his work. This should include: What do you
think he is inspired by? How does he create his work?

Independent Task:
Inspired by distorted photomotage portraits create portrait of yourself,
a family member or a personal hero. You can use digital manipulation
(megaphoto/photoshop) to help you. Or you could use
magazines/newspapers.

Year 7 Homework Booklet: Texture 1
Draw: Create six different textures in the squares provided

Independent:
Looking on Pinterest or Google Images, find ideas for texture rubbings. Create a piece of
art which uses different texture rubbings – you may want to use the side of a crayon or
pencil.

Information: Find four different patterns, eg. paisley, henna – label them and draw
them using colours
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Explain what textures you have used and why.

Draw:

Year 7 Homework Booklet: Texture 2

Create an exact study (fine art drawing) of this below image that uses gentle mapping
out techniques, side shading skills and a rubber to remove any cartoon outlines.

Information:

Give a detailed explanation of Heather Knight’s ceramic sculptures. Use at least 6 different
words to describe the textures in her ceramic work.

Independent:
1. Using tracing paper, tessellate the image below. Add the same colours and patterns to
each quarter when finished.

Year 7 Homework Booklet: Texture 3
Draw: Using the pointillism technique, complete this snail using pen marks

Independent:
Using objects found at home or in the garden, make a three dimensional insect.
3D = sculpture. Take a photo and glue it in below.

Information: Find four different patterns you might find on insects. Which ones did
you find? Label them and draw them.
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Explain what tools and items you have used and why.

